Lesson: Ladder to the Moon

Artform: Visual Art
Skill Level: Low
Teaching Artist: Victoria Andalucia

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• To explore art materials and processes
• To develop dexterity and fine motor skills
• To manipulate and transform materials into
artwork
• To learn about an American artist and her art
• To gain confidence in the ability to create

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
Georgia O'Keeffe, (born in1887, died in 1986), was a famous American painter. She made very
large paintings of nature, especially flowers and bones, and also for her paintings of New York
City skyscrapers.
MATERIALS
• Plain white paper (heavy weight if possible) or plain piece of cardboard
• Pencil
• Crayons, white and yellow
• Watercolors or any water-based paint light and dark blue, and brush
(blue markers, highlighters or food coloring in water may be used in lieu of watercolor paint)
• Glue or glue stick
ACTIVITIES
• Watch a three-minute video presentation about artist, Georgia O’Keeffe, available online at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyRzUii-pSc
• Look at Georgia O’Keeffe’s painting, “Ladder to the Moon” at:
https://www.georgiaokeeffe.net/ladder-to-the-moon.jsp
1. Assemble the materials you want to use for your art project.
2. Sketch (draw very, very lightly) a ladder by drawing two long parallel lines and 5-7 lines
(with space between them) between the long lines. Place this in the center of your paper
and on the diagonal.

3. Using a white crayon, draw a moon above the ladder in the upper right area of the paper. It
may be a skinny sliver crescent moon (like the letter C), a half moon or a full moon
(complete circle). Press hard and go over to fill in your moon shape.
4. Next, using a yellow crayon, go over the ladder shape. Be sure to go over it several times to
make the ladder show up. Then, use the yellow crayon to make several stars in the upper
part of the paper; be sure to press hard and go over the stars to be sure they can be seen.
5. Paint the background blue with watercolors or any water-based paint. Markers (or, even
food coloring mixed with water) may also be used in place of watercolors.
6. Set your paper aside to dry. Clean up work area and put away art supplies.
7. Discuss: Now it’s a good time for the children to reflect on what they’ve made and how they
used their art materials. They may be asked to tell a story of themselves going to the moon
and describing what it might be like.
8. Extension activity:
a. Maya Kasandra Soetoro-Ng is the Indonesian-American half-sister of the former
United States president Obama. She was born on August 15, 1970. She was a high
school history teacher, she wrote the book, Ladder to the Moon, inspired by her
mother and her daughter. She is currently working on a book for young people
about peace education. See a video of Maya Soetoro-Ng, the sister of former
President Barack Obama, reading the book she wrote, entitled Ladder to the Moon
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itBfpV3xSS8
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR INCLUDING ALL CHILDREN
Provide very clear step-by-step directions and repeat or clarify, as necessary.
Redirect student’s focus, as necessary.
Provide assistance with drawing, cutting and gluing skills, as necessary.

DISCLAIMER: The information provided by Arts4All Florida in this
lesson plan is for general informational and educational
purposes only. All information in is provided in good faith, however we
make no representation or warranty of any kind,
express or implied, regarding the copyright, accuracy, validity,
reliability, availability, or completeness of any information in this
lesson plan.

